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1. Which sentence in the paragraph below tells the main idea? 

 

    1It was a cold, snowy, winter day. 2The snow fell softly. 3The children played outside. 4They

wore heavy coats, boots, and mittens.

 

A. sentence 3

B. sentence 2

C. sentence 1

 

2. Which sentence would BEST complete the paragraph below? 

 

    1First, John started to save stamps from letters. 2_________________3Next, he put his stamps in a

folder. 4Last, he took the folder to a stamp show.

 

A. Last, he took off the colorful stamps.

B. Then, he took off the colorful stamps.

C. But, he took off the colorful stamps.

 

Matt likes dogs and playing soccer. Claire likes cats and playing tennis. Matt likes to eat pizza. Claire’s

favorite food is spaghetti.

 

3. Which would make the BEST topic sentence for the paragraph above? 

 

A. Matt and Claire like animals.

B. Pizza and spaghetti taste good.

C. Matt and Claire like different things.
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Georgia has a new flag. The flag has the state seal. South Carolina’s flag has a tree and the moon. The

flag of Wyoming has a buffalo.

 

4. Which would be the BEST sentence to put at the beginning of the paragraph above? 

 

A. California’s flag has a bear.

B. Every state has a different flag.

C. Georgia’s flag is very interesting.

 

5. What sentence below tells what this paragraph is about? 

 

I made dinner for my family. I stirred the rice. I peeled the carrots.

 

A. I made dinner for my family.

B. I stirred the rice.

C. I peeled the carrots.

 

6. What sentence below would be the BEST starting sentence? 

 

    Her house is the third house on the left.

 

    To get to Sasha's house you first go down to the ice cream store.

 

    Make a right there at the corner.

 

A. sentence 1

B. sentence 2

C. sentence 3
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7. Which word could be taken out of the sentence? 

 

    I myself did not see the fish jump out of the water.

 

A. of

B. myself

C. jump

 

8. Which word goes BEST in the paragraph below? 

 

    When I wake up for school, the first thing I do is wash my face. Then, I brush my teeth. ________,

I get dressed and eat breakfast.

 

A. While

B. But

C. Last

 

9. Which sentence does NOT belong in the paragraph below? 

 

    1A goldfish is an easy pet to take care of. 2It needs a big bowl of water

 

    to swim in. 3It needs special food. 4Turtles are good pets. 5It is fun to

 

    watch the fish swim.

 

A. sentence 2

B. sentence 3

C. sentence 4
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10. Which is the BEST word to put in the blank below? 

 

    Katie had a busy day at the zoo. She saw the lions eat their breakfast. She saw the bears eat fish for

lunch. She watched the seals swim. She ______ watched the monkeys play.

 

A. also

B. first

C. again

 

11. Which sentence in the paragraph below does NOT belong with the rest of the sentences? 

 

    1A new ice cream shop opened on Saturday. 2The shoe store down the street opened on Sunday. 3

At the end of the day there was a special raffle to give away free ice cream. 4Guess what, I won!

 

A. sentence 1

B. sentence 2

C. sentence 3

 

12. Which sentence below does NOT belong in Mark’s paper? 

 

    Mark is writing a paper on crops. He has these sentences:

 

 

    Cotton grows in the United States.

 

    There are mountains on the east coast.

 

    Blueberries are picked in the spring.

 

A. sentence 1

B. sentence 2

C. sentence 3
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13. What is the correct order of the sentences below? 

 

    1. Lisa went to catch her school bus.

 

    2. Lisa woke up early in the morning.

 

    3. She got dressed and ate breakfast.

 

A. 1, 2, 3

B. 2, 3, 1

C. 3, 2, 1

 

14. Which would be the BEST topic sentence for this paragraph? 

 

My school has recess every day. I like to play on the swings and jungle gym with my friends. We like

to laugh and run. Recess is my favorite time of the day.

 

A. Recess is when I can have fun with my friends.

B. Some kids bring their toys from home for recess.

C. Parents sometimes bring their small children during recess for a visit.

 

15. Which sentence does NOT belong in the paragraph below? 

 

1Baseball is Jake’s best sport. 2He can hit the ball well. 3He can swim fast. 4He throws well, too. 5

Jake loves to play baseball. 

 

A. sentence 2

B. sentence 3

C. sentence 4
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